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We present a system of reaction diffusion equations posed in R in which the
diffusion terms are responsible for the finite time blow up of its solutions. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The question of whether adding diffusion terms to a system of ordinary
differential equations whose solutions exist for all time t ) 0 and for any
initial data leads to finite time blow up has remained an open question for
w xa long time. A long time ago, Turing 3 already showed that Lyapunov
stable solutions to a free-diffusion system can be destabilized by diffusive
w xterms but not taken to blow up. Charbanov 1 gave an affirmative answer
to the previous question. As he did not give explicit formulas for the
reactive terms, we here intend to present a very simple system of reaction
diffusion equations posed in R in which the diffusive terms are responsible
for the blow up of the solutions.
2. RESULT
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations
u9 t s u t ¨ t , t G 0, 1 .  .  .  .
¨ 9 t s y2, t G 0, 2 .  .
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with the initial data
u 0 s u , ¨ 0 s ¨ 3 .  .  .0 0
 .  .  .  .belonging to R. The solution u, ¨ to 1 , 2 , 3 exists for all time.
 .  .  .For using 2 and 3 , we trivially have ¨ t s ¨ y 2 t for any t G 0.0
 .  .Inserting the value of ¨ t into 1 and integrating yields
u t s u exp ¨ t y t 2 , t G 0. 4 .  . .0 0
 .  .Now, adding to 1 ] 2 diffusion terms yields the following system of
reaction diffusion equations
u x , t y u x , t s u x , t ¨ x , t , t ) 0, x g R, 5 .  .  .  .  .t x x
¨ x , t y ¨ x , t s y2, t ) 0, x g R, 6 .  .  .t x x
which are supplemented by the initial conditions
1 x 2
u x , 0 s exp y , for all x g R, 7 .  . /’ 22p
¨ x , 0 s x 2 , for all x g R. 8 .  .
It is clear that
¨ x , t s x 2 , 9 .  .
 .  .  .  .solves 6 ] 8 . Replacing 9 in 5 gives
u s u q x 2 u. 10 .t x x
 .  .Equation 10 with the initial data 7 has the explicit solution
2y1r4 yx 2 p
u x , t s exp tan y 2 t . 11 .  . / /2 4’2p cos pr4 y 2 t .
 .  .  2  ..  .In fact, inserting u x, t s f t exp yx c t in 10 gives the following
system of ordinary differential equations
f9 s y2fc , c 9 s y4c 2 y 1, 12 .
with the initial condition
1 1




f t s , c t s tan y 2 t . 14 .  .  . /2 4’2p cos pr4 y 2 t .
Now it is clear that u blows up exactly at t s 3pr8.
3. REMARKS
We would like to point out that u ª 0 as x ª `. Otherwise it is very0
simple to construct systems with the desired properties. For example, if
2 ’ .  .  .instead of 7 one takes u x, 0 s exp x r2 r 2p , the result is quite
 .  .  . immediate. By comparison we have u x, t G w x, t , where w x, t is in
.the uniqueness class of Tikhonov the solution to w s w , with the initialt x x
2’ .  .  .condition w x, 0 s 1r 2p exp ax , 1r2 G a G 0, x g R, whose solu-
tion is explicitly given by
21 ax 1
w x , t s exp , for t g 0, , .  /1 y 4at 4a’2p 1 y 4at .
which blows up at t s 1r4a.
It is clear that the results presented here are also valid for x g R N.
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